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The Promise of 
Cyberspace

The New Jerusalem, ca. 1992
Cyberspace: A world in which the global traffic 
of knowledge, secrets, measurements, and 
alter-human agency takes on form: sights, 
sounds, presences never seen on the surface of 
the earth blossoming in a vast electronic night. . 
. . From vast databases that constitute the 
culture's deposited wealth, every document is 
available, every recording is playable, and every 
picture is viewable…

— Michael Benedikt, Introduction to Cyberspace, 
MIT Press, 1991
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From Star Trek to Mean Streets

The virtual Bowery
[The Internet is] a place where crime is rampant and 
every twisted urge can be satisfied. Thousands of 
virtual streets are lined with casinos, porn shops, and 
drug dealers. Scam artists and terrorists skulk behind 
seemingly lawful Web sites… all easily accessible 
from your living room couch. 

"The Underground Web," Business Week, 9/2/02
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Varieties of "Rotten 
Information"

Problems of authenticity: fakes, hoaxes, forgeries, 
plagiarism, etc.

Problems of quality: reliability and “authoritativeness” 

Problems of “pollution”: pornography, violence, racism & 
hate speech, incivility, trolls & sock puppets etc.

Mary Douglas: "Dirt is matter out of place… Dirt is never a 
unique, isolated event. Where there is dirt there is a system. 
Dirt is the by-product of a systematic ordering and 
classification of matter, in so far as ordering involves rejecting 
inappropriate elements."

How to tell pollution from the merely "unacceptable"?
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The Dark Side of the 
Virtual

Brown and Duguid's six D's

Decentralization 

Denationalization 

Despatialization

Disintermediation

Disaggregation

Dematerialization

What happens when we eliminate material and social 
constraints and boundaries?
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Magnifying Social 
Deviance

Socially or geographically “marginal” groups & 
ideologies made more accessible and visible 
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The boundaries of 
discourse:

A racist hoax
THE FRANKLIN PROPHECY
Recorded by Charles Coteworth Pinckney
Delegate to the Constitutional Convention of 1787

"I fully agree with General Washington, that we must protect this 
young nation from an insidious influence and impenetration. The 
menace, gentlemen, is the Jews.

"In whatever country Jews have settled in any great number, they 
have lowered its moral tone; depreciated its commercial integrity; 
have segregated themselves and have not been assimilated; have 
sneered at and tried to undermine the Christian religion upon 
which that nation is founded….

. If you do not exclude them from these United States, in their 
Constitution, in less than 200 years they will have swarmed here 
in such great numbers that they will dominate and devour the 
land and change our form of government...

"I    cannot find a single original source that 
gives the slightest justification for believing that 
the Prophecy is any1thing more than a 
barefaced forgery. Not a word have I discovered 
in Franklin’s letters and papers expressing any 
such sentiments against the Jews as are ascribed 
to him by the Nazis — American and German.” 
Charles Beard, NY Times, March 10, 1937.



Pervasiveness of 
Hate Speech
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An  Awkward Search Result 



Google's Explanation
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If you recently used Google to search for the word "Jew," you may 
have seen results that were very disturbing.  We assure you that 
the views expressed by the sites in your results are not in any way 
endorsed by Google. ....A site's ranking in Google's search results 
relies heavily on computer algorithms using thousands of factors to 
calculate a page's relevance to a given query. Sometimes subtleties 
of language cause anomalies to appear that cannot be predicted. …

What would you tell Google to do?



The Profusion of Pornography
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The profusion of 
pornography

Whereas pornography was once furtively glimpsed at 
dimly lighted newsstands or seedy adult theaters, today 
it is everywhere. It pours in over the Internet, 
sometimes uninvited, sometimes via eagerly forwarded 
links…
…Whereas children used to supplement sex education 
by tearing through National Geographic in search of 
naked aboriginals … today many are confronted by 
pornographic images on a daily basis. In a 2001 poll by 
the Kaiser Family Foundation, 70% of 15-to 17-year-
olds said they had accidentally come across 
pornography online. 

Time, January 19, 2004
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Dimensions(?) of the 
Problem

"More than 4 million Web sites worldwide show 
images of children being sexually exploited, said 
the U.N. investigator on the sale of children, 
child prostitution and child pornography… "

“It is estimated that 100,000 sites contain child 
pornography."

"A total of 4.2 million websites contain 
pornography." 

≤1% of Websites contain porn. Philip B. Stark 
UCB, 2006 (100-200m sites in all) 

¯¯… But what do the numbers really mean?
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Porn in the Library!!
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Responses to Rotten Information
Technological fixes

Institutional & organizational adaptations

Social/cultural change

Appeals to market forces 

Legislative and legal remedies
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Technology to the rescue?



Filtering Frenzy
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Ad for McAfee’s GuardDog software



Limits of Text Blocking

Children’s Internet Protection Act (2001) mandates use of 
filters, but they are limited by:

Confusion with innocent text 

Need to block IP numbers

"Loophole" sites: anonymizer sites, Google cache & images 

Inherent trade-offs of precision and recall
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Precision = R/N
Recall = R/M



Recall v. Precision

High precision, low recall High recall, low precision

Recall: proportion of all the relevant objects retrieved
Precision: fraction of retrieved objects that are relevant

Difficult cases



Limits of Image Classification
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Images found "Probably Obectionable" by WIPE (Wavelet 
Image Pornography Elimination / Detection).



Identifying pornography
—a hard (and interesting!) problem
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”I know it when I see it.” Potter 
Stewart 1964

Machine learning tries to identify pornographic images by 
extrapolating from hand-picked training sets.



Social, Economic & 
Institutional Responses to 

Internet Pornography
Libraries can regulate use by means of use policies, training and 
guidance, monitoring of logs, tap-on-the-shoulder policies, etc.

Rights of other patrons can be protected by privacy screens, etc.

Parents can assume responsibility for monitoring kids' surfing.

Providers can offer "greenspace" browsers for kids.
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Even porn can get old…



A flood of “fake news”

Cartoon of William Randolph Hearst 1910



It was ever thus…

1898
1896

1933

1941

1894



It was ever thus
All markets feed on information… and trust.

Admiral Cochrane
"Napoleon is dead" 1814



Faking it

Real Guns

Fake Guns

What’s different now? 
Dematerialization removes material signs of institutional and corporate 
authority, makes “news” easier to simulate and diffuse widely.



Reason to believe
How to plant skepticism in those who are inclined to 
believe what confirms their views?

“A man hears what he wants to hear 
and disregards the rest.”

This Analysis Shows How Viral Fake 
Election News Stories Outperformed 
Real News On Facebook



Mistrusting the media
Trust in ”mainstream media” has been eroding since 1970s in all 
sectors, though more marked on right, because of…

1. the media themselves

2. modernity, mistrust of other institutions

3. accessibility of bias-confirming stories

4. extreme partisanship
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Partisan Tribalism

Boutyline and Willer, “The Social Structure of 
Political Echo Chambers: Ideology and 
Political Homophily in Online 
Communication Networks.”  2014

Venue matters: FB users’ networks less strictly homophilous (Bakshy et al.) Average 
facebook user: 20 percent of friends from other party. 

But the FB newsfeed tends to reinforce political views. 

“Community structure among political blogs,” Adamic & Nathalie 
Glance, 2005, "Divided They Blog"

“Partisan bias now operates more like racism than mere political disagreement. Americans’ deep bias 
against the political party they oppose  is so strong that it acts as a kind of partisan prism for facts, 
refracting a different reality to Republicans than to Democrats.” 

“The Real Story About Fake News Is Partisanship.” Amanda Taub, NY Times, 2017 



Siloing of political 
discourse reflects offline 

polarization
Online discourse facilitates "siloing" of political discourse…

But siloing has independent offline roots

Polarization of political discourse on the Internet mirrors polarization of 
elite/activist views and the increasing importance of elective associations 
(geographical, occupational)
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Who do you believe?
Both Republicans and Democrats find “fake news” a problem, 
but differ on definition and source. 

In the months since [the 
election], the biggest pushers of 
fake news have been the 
traditional media itself.



Debate
On Thursday, April 27, we’ll hold a pseudo-Oxford-style debate 
on the motion, “Resolved, the most effective defense against ‘fake 
news’ will be in extending education rather than via algorithms that 
identify such stories, reduce ‘filter bubbles’, adjust search result 
rankings, etc.” Pick one side, affirmative or negative, and 
enumerate three points to defend your position —no mealy-
mouthed straddling or equivocating!—citing as necessary the 
readings assigned for April 27.



Debate
Team Yea: Zackary H., Sidney D., Harold S., Charmaine C. 
(rebuttal)

Team Nay: Leland L., Anjile A., Alexandra C., Pranav A. (rebuttal)

Teams will alternate. Each member will have 90 sec. to present 
one or two arguments. Then one member from each team will 
speak in rebuttal of the other for 2 min. 

The class will vote on the Question before the debate and then 
again after the debate. Whichever side moves more people to its 
cause will be deemed the winner.



In sum…
Responses to issues of “pollution” such as pornography and fake 
news can take the form of:

Technological fixes

Legal or institutional solutions

Educational intervention

Economic approaches

Where else has technology interacted with social, political, and 
economic forces to produce an outcome?



We've been here before
Where else has technology interacted with social, political, and 
economic forces to produce outcomes?

Where hasn't it?
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Writing
Print
Telegraph & 
telephone

Newspapers
Advertising
IP
Propaganda
Photography
Radio & TV
Computers
Search
Internet…



Looking Backwards

Which classes were most/least valuable?

Which readings were most/least valuable?

How could assignments be improved?

Other suggestions….
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Good-bye and good luck
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